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A similar proposed Uptodown software is in service, we will be back soon. If you don't have the credit to check your social networks, we'll show you a small way to access Facebook for free without a balance, without connecting to the WiFi network from your Android phone. You don't need to install vpn
apps for them to gain access, it's perfectly legal and works on any Android device or any other operating system. This process works not only in Telcel in Mexico, but also in Att't, so we will make the most of the internet of these two companies. Before we start, let's mention a few points for you to be clear
about. Works only on Virgin Mobile, Telcel and Att't in Mexico. You don't have to be a root user. Works on Android, iPhone and Windows Phone. It works with the apn profile that comes by default, check the apn and check that this is the one that Telcel gives. How to have a free Facebook without a
balance or WiFi If they are connected to the Wi-Fi network we ask you to disable, in case you have a loan and do not want to spend it, do not do the process, only chips without balance. 1. Activate mobile data (3g or 4g) 2. They open their browser, which comes by default and in the type of URL the
following link: free.facebook.com 3. They download the website and you did. They will have the entire social network for free, whatever they want on your mobile phone. In order to move much faster, they need to have good coverage, so the process is in place that your phone gets a lot of signal. Share
this method to all your friends, everyone will use this method by having unlimited free facebook. You're going to be able to get out of trouble, you don't have to recharge, let alone join the monthly plan. Option 2: How to have unlimited facebook and messenger in Colombia and more of this post we will
teach you to have unlimited Facebook and Messenger in any company in Colombia (we have already tried) and many other countries (Peru, Mexico, Chile, Brazil, Ecuador, etc. ). We are sure that it works in many other operators such as Claro, Movistar, Tigo, Telcel, Personal, Wom, Entel, etc. What is
the trick about? It consists of installing a modified version with an exact configuration to view this app without spending mega. We will be able to connect to this social network with free internet, but it will only be for Messenger and Facebook chat. Download Facebook Messenger lightweight mod free app
is a modified version, we will not be able to find it in the Play Store, we have to download it necessarily from the cloud like Mega or Mediafire. In this case, we will leave two links for each of these so they can no problem at all.  Mega fb lite mod apk:  Mediafire Messenger mod apk: warning note:
This apk can be installed on your smartphone until you have checked the possibility of allowing unknown origin. To do this we will have to go to the settings of the mobile phone, here we will have to look for the category Security, that is, where the window that we are looking to activate. (warning note) We
can have unlimited Facebook and messenger on Android tablets, we just have to do the installation as much as you can on your mobile phone. How to install facebook lite apk to have unlimited access After downloading APK, it will be saved in the download folder, here we have to enter, look for
Facebook Lite mod app to install it. This is the same process that is done with any other application. Facebook lightweight mod for iphone apk This app is not compatible with Apple phones, it only works for devices such as Android Lollipop, kitkat, nougat, marshmallow, oreo. iOS is a more secure and
closed operating system very difficult that you can install applications modified by third parties. All that remains is to use a browser or faceook lightweight app that is located in the Appstore so as not to spend much mega. It is always advisable to use web browsers as a mini-opera, which reduces the
weight of any website to save data traffic. Facebook lightweight mod apk for nokia and blackberries If you have a nokia or a blackberry with their old operating systems such as Windows phone, we regret to tell you that this app can not be installed on such devices. But if you have a state-of-the-world
nokia or blackberries with an Android operating system, of course you can install this app as it works on these models with this operating system. You can have Facebook Lite for smart TV for smart TV smart TVs, we regretfully say that there is no modified version to have unlimited free facebook and
messenger. We can only use the version that comes in the app store of our smart TV. We can also watch you open facebook from your TV's web browser, only for this section we recommend using a pointer to make browsing easier. How to watch Facebook on a smart TV? You can do this out of 2 simple
and quick ways, and we'll mention them below: Using hdMI cable with a TV box with a chrome box Bug Facebook Lite mod, it doesn't install if you have an installation error of this app (which we don't think will happen), it would be recommended to try another version. In addition, the error can be created
because there is a conflict between the two so you should better remove the original version of Facebook and Messenger. Erase apk data so that the problem you create, create, If the flaw persists, it's best to delete the app. We will continue to search for new versions to have facebook and unlimited
messenger free 2020 in any operator and country. Option 3: How to have Facebook Lite without data, without balance: download mod apk We will teach you how to have Facebook Lite without data, no balance, without reboot, completely free. We'll share the modified app so they don't spend their data
plan. With this version you will be able to access your favorite social network from any brand: Samsung Galaxy / Note, lg, Moto G, lanix, xiaomi, Motorola, Sony Xperia, huawei, zte, oppo, Nokia, BlackBerry, htc, lenovo, etc. To be able to install this app, we must have an active option to allow unknown
origin, which is in the settings of the mobile phone. This option gives mobile permission to install apps downloaded outside the game store. Recommendations before installing Facebook Lite Mod apk We should use the app in with an apne profile that comes by default in the company we tested it in Claro,
Movistar and Tigo in Colombia. It didn't present any problems as the original internet options of 4g lte/3g were used. You need to remove the official Facebook app, don't worry if this version of fashion doesn't work for you, you will be able to reinstall the official version. Facebook lite mod apk is 100%
compatible with the android version 4.4.0 below. With versions higher than kitkat you usually have trouble installing as the bug comes out. This may not happen on all smartphones, which is why we invite you to try. Which countries and phone operators does it work in? We tested it in: Mexico, Peru, Chile,
Bolivia, Colombia, Spain, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras, Uruguay, Paraguay, Ecuador, Venezuela, Costa Rica, Puerto Rico, Guatemala, Argentina, among many others. As for the companies we have: Tigo, Telcel, Digicel, Avantel, CNT, Tuenti, Weex, Wom, Nextel, Bitel, Tim, Vodafone, Yoigo,
Lycamobile, At't. Unefon, Iusacell, oi, viva, vivo, claro, etc. Download Facebook lite mod apk: there is free /free access We also do not have to be rooted user (have the roots of a cell phone), it works on any mobile phone. Warning-success Remember that if the app doesn't work for you, you can search
for a method to have free internet on the internet and enjoy all netfree 4g lte. We have tricks for all Latin American countries and mobile operators. (/warning-success) Download Facebook Lite without internet-up: link1 Trick apn to have Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp for free without balance C trick
apn that we leave in this tutorial we will be able to talk on Facebook Messenger and Whatsapp for free and and without credit. In this trick you don't need to download and install vpn apps or browsers handler. You only need to create an apn profile with special settings so that you can access the network
of phone companies. This trick works on Android, but can work on phones like Blackberry and Nokia Lumia. It has a good margin of error, not on all devices it will work, both in countries and phone companies. It was tested on Samsung devices in the Dominican Republic and worked best. What is a trick
and what it serves, how it works, if we translate it into Spanish, it looks like a trick. These are settings that are made on the device so that it can be connected to the Internet for free. Many tutorials explain how to do this, most of them use host, ports, proxies, dns, SSH accounts, etc. In this trick apn we will
use the host and some changes so that it can be connected. It is important that the configurations are done correctly, if some parameters are entered incorrectly, the connection cannot be installed. First: Turning off the Internet to create an APN profile It is important that in cellular settings, we turn off the
Internet in order to create a new APN profile. We can do this from bar notifications or from mobile phone settings. In the following image, you can see that in the Mobile Network category, we have mobile data disabled. And then we got access to the Names option then access points where a new profile
would be created. As you set up trick apn to have unlimited WhatsApp with Facebook Messenger Here we ask you to make the settings correct, always check that everything is ok. They have images so they can be guided by how the settings should be made. The following options are the ones you need
to change, the others we leave as is. Title: Whatsapp free (put what you like) APN: www.whatsapp.gratis.com Proxies: 888.546.78.8 Port: 8080 Username: WhatsApp Authentication Type: PAP In APN Type and APN Protocol: it should be tested with IPv4 and if it does not work it is tested with IPv6. In the
following images, you can see what a new profile should look like. When you have everything ready, the apne is saved and activated. The last step is to activate the new profile that we created, as in the photo you can see: We turn back to the internet mobile phone and that's it. We recommend you do
this trick on all phones/smartphone as in some it may not work. It can even be tested on a tablet as long as you have a SIM/chip card. Countries and phone operators that work you should try it in: Mexico, Argentina, Peru, Colombia, Venezuela, Puerto Rico, Honduras, El Salvador, Paraguay, Chile, Costa
Rica, Bolivia, Spain, Ecuador, Brazil, etc. As for operators: Movistar, Claro, Telcel, Tuenti, Entel, At't, Unefon, Weex, Iusacell, Nextel, Vivo, Tim, OI, Avantel, Tigo, CNT, Viva, Vodafone, Yoigo, Bitel, Lycamobile, Verizon, Verizon, verizon, etc. Facebook free on Tigo Guatemala with a good speed of 4g lte
We have already talked about how to have Facebook for free, however now we will be doing specific guides for the company Tigo in Guatemala. The trick is completely legal and can work on any Android phone, even on different operating systems. You can try it on phones running Windows Phone, iOS
iPhone and even almost no Blackberry. In this method, we will not need to install vpn applications, only a web browser. The best we have is not only unlimited and free Facebook, but also the fact that you can browse different websites. It's great how we can search for information from our university or
work without spending credit. There are original apns to get Facebook for free, so we can run the app that we install later, we first have to create or view that the apn settings are correct. To do this, we have to go to the settings of our mobile phone, here we have to enter: Settings - Mobile networks - the
names of access points. In the next image, you'll be able to view and view the settings you want to create. How to have unlimited free Facebook on Tigo Guatemala 2020 Android app that works as a browser we can download it on the following link, just copy the URL and paste it: APK: After activating the
APN profile that we created at the beginning, we will turn on the Internet 3g or 4g lte of our mobile phone. Then we just have to get into the app, hopefully it loads for a moment and that's it. You can access the Bing search engine, which works just like Google, here we can post any website to search. The
only downside to this method is that we can't play video as APK doesn't allow. However, we will stop wondering how to have Facebook messenger for free in Chigo Guatemala, how can we talk from there. Recommendations to activate Facebook for free in Tigo To have the best connection speed we
need to be in the area with a lot of signal. This allows for the connection to be stable, remember that the difference between 3g and 4g lte is a bit, and if you can notice the charging speed. Pass the word to your friends and share this method, we will look for more ways to connect to the Internet for free. At
this point all you have to do is enjoy Facebook at Tigo Tigo Android. NOTE: This same apk works for all companies in different countries that have an agreement with Facebook. Because it is this company that connects this free Internet project in the third world. third worlds.
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